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ABSTRACT

We address how enterprise is related to, another important discourse, strategy. From a discourse analysis of the talk of small firm owner-managers, emerges a view of strategy and enterprise as a single, integrated entity, bound together by some commonalities but more importantly by paired opposites reminiscent of ideological dilemmas (Billig, Condor, Edwards, Gane, Middleton & Radley, 1988). This dilemmatic nature of enterprise/strategy discourse adds to explanations for the persistence of the neoliberal form of enterprise, with the entrepreneur as the heroic saviour of all, based on the entrepreneur as an empty signifier (Jones & Spicer, 2009; Kenny & Scriver, 2012) or as a spectre (Marttila, 2012).
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INTRODUCTION

Talk of the entrepreneur in its modern sense appeared with the emergence of capitalism in the Europe of the 1700s, and remains central to understanding the economy today. Corporate strategy emerged as large non-owner managed firms became economically important (Knights & Morgan, 1991). For a time, strategy substituted for the earlier enterprise discourse especially when discussing large non-owner managed corporations. The discourses of strategy and enterprise developed as separate academic areas and as logics of two very different economic domains.

However with the ascent of neoliberalism from the late 1970s, large organizations (Kanter, 1983: 27) and governments have been urged to be more entrepreneurial (Klein, Mahoney, McGahan, & Pitelis, 2010; Osborne & Gaebler, 1993). Meanwhile, small firms were encouraged to be more strategic (Kraus, Harms, & Schwarz, 2006). Indeed the dominant model of an entrepreneur is one that “converts his [sic] individual and social goals into organizational strategies” (da Costa & Silva Saraiva, 2012: 605). Neoliberalism insists on strategy and enterprise having an intimate relationship.

How should we now understand the relationship between these discourses? This article examines how strategy and enterprise discourse are related in the talk of practitioners, entrepreneurs in small owner-managed firms. What emerges is a view of strategy and enterprise as a single integrated entity, bound together by some commonalities but more importantly by paired
opposites reminiscent of ideological dilemmas (Billig et al., 1988). What is now the nature of the relationship between strategy and enterprise discourse? This is important not only to understand how these academic fields are related in practice, but also because discourses do not merely describe but constitute subjects and objects (Mumby, 2011).

We address the relationship between strategy and enterprise by next looking at the academic literature on the features, both shared and individual, of enterprise and strategy. This is followed by outlining the context in which we explored the empirical relationship between strategy and enterprise. We then provide an analysis on some data with illustrative interview extracts interpreted in detail. This interpretation gives rise to a metaphor for understanding of the interaction of strategy and enterprise discourses. Finally we conclude with a discussion of the implications of this metaphor for study of strategy and enterprise.

**THE DISCOURSES OF STRATEGY AND ENTERPRISE**

Though entrepreneurs can be recognized across the ages (Drakopoulou-Dodd & Gotsis, 2007), Hayek (1986:226) credits the French-Irish economist and businessman, Richard Cantillon, with introducing the term entrepreneur in its modern sense to 18th century Europe. As Hébert & Link (2006:18) point out, “social standing was practically irrelevant to Cantillon’s notion of entrepreneurship”. Cantillon’s entrepreneur therefore represented a break with the established order of inherited tradition and property and his stress on economic *function* rather than social
status remains attractive and liberating. Towards the end of the 19th century, the rise of the great
corporation, the separation of its management from its ownership and the recognition that
controlling these large corporations requires the visible hand of the professional manager
(Chandler, 1962) gave rise to the discourse of corporate strategy (Knights & Morgan,
1991:258). At one extreme, there was even talk of enterprise being in its ‘death struggle’ and at
the other extreme microeconomics’ theory continued as if nothing had changed (Bögenhold,
2000). Prior to the rise of neoliberalism in 1970s, the general consensus after 1945 was that
expressed by that most representative of Keynesians of his time, John Kenneth Galbraith who felt
that there were now two sectors – one entrepreneurial and one corporate in the post-1900
economy (Kreisler, 1986). Strategy and enterprise were alternatives to be used in very different
contexts: they were, to borrow a metaphor, two distinct and non-overlapping magisteria (Gould,
1997).

Yet since the loss of faith in strategic planning in 1970s, this bipolar application of these models
of economic governance, whereby large organizations were subject to the logic of strategy and
smaller firms are subject to the logic of enterprise, have been conflated in the dominant discourse
of neoliberalism. Large organizations, including public ones, have been urged to become more
entrepreneurial (Osborne & Gaebler, 1993). Small firms, meanwhile, have been the subject of
policy that has required them to be more strategic (Perren & Jennings, 2005). With neoliberalism,
enterprise and strategy no longer have clearly separate domains. Yet the academic disciplines of
enterprise and strategy have generally remained quite distinct. For that reasons these two discourses are, in this article, initially examined separately below.

**Characteristics of enterprise discourse**

Enterprise discourse is holistic, concerned as it is with expressing an overall grasp of the situation. Kanter (1983:27) “found that the entrepreneurial spirit producing innovation is associated with a particular way of approaching problems that I call ‘integrative’.” Enterprise demands “stitching together a variety of stakeholder commitments” into an integrated whole, even if “neither entrepreneurs nor their stakeholders had quite articulated a coherent vision of the market until after it came to be” (Sarasvathy & Venkataraman, 2011:120).

The entrepreneur is masterful: “he (sic) bridges worlds, bends time with an ‘unquantifiable, limitless’ impact on the world around him” (Nicholson & Anderson, 2005:161). Nicholson and Anderson’s (2005) use of the masculine pronoun is deliberate, for entrepreneurial identity, at least in mythic terms is male (Duberley & Carrigan, 2013).

The entrepreneur is an optimist (Carr, 2000a), and is “dripping with enthusiasm” (Nicholson & Anderson, 2005:161). That such optimism may reach levels that become dysfunctional, does not take away from the general optimism of entrepreneurs (Hmieleski & Baron, 2009).
The entrepreneur is also resolute. Success results only because they are “persistent, almost pig-headed visionaries at that, steadfast in the single-minded pursuit of their vision” (Sarasvathy & Venkataraman, 2011: 120). Most entrepreneurs, seemingly, “are totally dedicated to their business, sometimes at considerable cost to their relationships with friends and families. They work tirelessly” (Bygrave, 2004:5-6).

Enterprise discourse is individualistic. There is stress on the unaccountable individual and the independent pursuit of that particular person’s goals (Hendry, 2004: 55). Enterprise has, in place of accountability, “the values of individualism, personal achievement, ambition, striving for excellence, effort, hard work and the assumption of personal responsibility for actions” (Chell, 2007: 8). Enterprise discourse ties in with a broader ethic “… of the enterprising self: work on yourself, improve the quality of your life, emancipate your true self, eliminate dependency, release your potential” (Rose, 1992:152-153).

Enterprise disrupts. For Schumpeter (1976), enterprise is the creative wave so destructive of those who wish for a quiet life of no change. Such a settled existence is not for the hero of the enterprise discourse, for the “the creation and intentional pursuit of entrepreneurial ideas lies at the core of the domain of entrepreneurship” (Hayton & Cholakova, 2012: 41). The creativity of entrepreneurship “can be characterised by stretching or even breaking the rules of convention” (Fillis & Rentschler, 2010:51).
Enterprise is creative (Hjorth, 2002). In a pan-European study of entrepreneurial metaphors, the archetype of the entrepreneur as characterized “by the creation of new ideas” is one of broadly four-part social construction of the entrepreneur’ (Anderson, Drakopoulou-Dodd, & Jack, 2009: 5). More generally few would disagree that the “creation and intentional pursuit of entrepreneurial ideas lies at the core of the domain of entrepreneurship” (Hayton & Cholakova, 2012:41).

Risk-taking is another essence of the enterprise discourse. Entrepreneurs push beyond the comfort zone of competence, into risk and uncertainty and “always operate at the edge of their competence, focusing more of their resources on what they do not yet know (e.g. investment in R & D) than on controlling what they already know” (Kanter, 1983:27). Even if the reality maybe different, conventionally the entrepreneur is a risk-taker (Hytti, 2005), and those surveying the literature report that though “there is no single agreed definition of entrepreneurship… most definitions include elements of risk-taking…” (White, Thornhill, & Hampson, 2006:24).

While there is indeed no single definition of enterprise, being risk-taking, creative, disruptive, individualistic, holistic, masterful, positive and resolute are all qualities that we associated with enterprise. As we will see below some of these qualities enterprise discourse shares with strategy but there are also attributes of strategy discourse are different.
Characteristics of strategy discourse

A key characteristic of strategy discourse, one it shares with enterprise discourse, is its holistic nature. For example, Hendry (2000:970) notes: “Strategic discourses are characterized by a generality that is absent from discourses associated with the functional areas of management …”. This holistic view means that strategy “can identify, formulate and communicate one stable common goal that the entire organization should reach” (Clegg, Carter, & Kornberger, 2004:24). Strategy discourse is “…inspirational and unifying…” (Cornut, Giroux, & Langley, 2012: 44), allowing the organization to be treated and directed as one.

Like enterprise discourse, strategy discourse is masterful in the sense that it implies an active, powerful, intentional masculine agent who drives and shapes the world (Knights & Morgan, 1991:267; Liedtka, 1998:123). Strategy stresses direction (Barry & Elmes, 1997; Samra-Fredericks, 2003), rule-following (Ansoff, 1968:106), and hopes to steady the organization through stormy waters. Since strategy is about setting direction for the whole organization there must be a certain passivity in the organization (Clegg et al., 2004:22). If the organization is portrayed as passive in its willingness to be shaped by strategy, then strategy and those who wield it are masterful.

Optimism seems, too, to be as central to strategy discourse as it is to enterprise. There is a “… ‘grand narrative of progress’ that is inherent within mainstream accounts of strategy …” (Grandy & Mills, 2004: 1157-1158). This optimistic element of strategy discourse can function
in strategists’ accounts of their stewardship of organizations, evidenced, for example, in the ‘Pollyanna effect’ in company reports following disappointing company performance (Rutherford, 2005) and in the positivity characteristic of the genre (Cornut et al., 2012).

In common with the entrepreneur, the strategist must be resolute. Porter (1996:77) refers to the strategist being subject to “constant pressures to compromise, relax trade-offs, and emulate rivals”. While disagreeing with Porter on many issues, Mintzberg (1973:29) characterizes the life of the manager as one of “much work at unrelenting pace”. The strategist must be dedicated enough to get up and act, if not feel, like a strategy machine (Clegg et al., 2004).

While strategy and enterprise discourses are both described as holistic, masterful, positive and resolute there are attributes of strategy that show their differences as well as their similarities.

Unlike enterprise, strategy is not an individualized affair, but rather its logic has the collective and the corporate at its center (Crouch & Basch, 1997). Thus it is no surprise that, as a genre strategy “…plans draw people together with more words referring to commonality than any other corpus, again suggesting the importance of expressing collective consensus and collaboration” (Cornut et al., 2012:45), allowing, for strategic plans a “we-intrepretation”, (Pälli, Vaara, & Sorsa, 2009: 309).

Whereas enterprise celebrates being disruptive, strategy discourse developed to legitimate the power of professional managers for “where the absence of property rights may generate crises of legitimacy for managers, the development of strategy within the corporation can have the effect of sustaining a new basis of managerial prerogative” (Knights & Morgan, 1991: 263).
Strategy documents use self-legitimation features (Pälli et al., 2009: 308) to become authoritative and directive and this is “…a typical characteristic of the strategy genre” (Vaara, Sorsa, & Pälli, 2010: 690). From the literature on strategy discourse, it quickly becomes apparent that strategists’ use of power must be rationalized and explained. Accountability is a key feature of this discourse, for as Knights & Morgan (1991:258) stress strategy discourse emerged to fill a gap where “… a discursive space has opened up – the corporation has to explain what it is doing and why it is doing it.”

In order to act as a discourse that can explain professional management action, strategy must – at least in its traditional forms – make the most of “its roots in rationalist reference points (i.e. logic, objectivity, technique) and abstractions (i.e. modeling, simplification)” (Grandy & Mills, 2004: 1157). Strategy’s language is therefore analytical in nature (Crouch & Basch, 1997), and, drawing on disciplined rationalities of the academy “strategy applies a knowledge of economics and the social scientists, of specific industries and markets, and of the organization's resource capabilities to the creation of economic value and wealth” (Hendry, 2000:969).

Strategic decision-making is the way risk and uncertainty is managed, or at least thought as being managed, in the modern organization (Miller, 2009:165). Strategy is “… the means of transforming uncertainties in the environment into calculable risks” (Knights & Morgan, 1991:270). From the start this activity, of “attaching some estimate or risk to the discernible
alternatives” (Andrews, 1997: 53), has been recognized as a key to the logic of strategy. For the strategist, uncertainty must be transformed into risk and risks are managed on the basis of analysis and planning.

**The unclear relationship between strategy and enterprise**

While there seems to be much agreement amongst academics on the features of enterprise and strategy as individual discourses, there is less agreement on how they interrelate. Knights & Morgan (1991:260) clearly contrast enterprise and strategy discourse when they write: “… managers may cling to some sort of entrepreneurial ideology in which conformity to the ‘top down’ demands of a strategic plan are anathema.” Those promoting enterprise in large organizations do seem to agree that this implies a revolution in the traditional strategic control of organizations (Kanter, 1983; Osborne & Gaebler, 1993). On the other hand, enterprise and strategic discourses do seem at times to go together (Carr, 2000b). Perhaps enterprise incorporates strategy as an element of it, as Carr (2000a:99) seems to suggest. Alternatively, perhaps it is strategy that can encompass all the features of enterprise: For example, Heracleous, (2003) argues strategy can become creative. Perhaps the combination of enterprise and strategy can become something new that is a narrower version of both (Armstrong, 2005:217).

There is, therefore, a variety of views on the relationship between strategy and enterprise discourse. *A priori* it seems possible that, as neoliberalism implies, they overlap harmoniously in a coherent and consistent ideology. It is also possible that one might drive out the other, with
perhaps one of the discourses seen as in error, as irrelevant or merely as a straw man which shows the superiority of the other. It is possible that one discourse might be used to incorporate the other. There are numerous possibilities and this research aims to carefully examine the discourse material chosen so as to add to knowledge on this issue. The empirical question then is how are the discourses of strategy and enterprise used in relation to each other in the talk of practitioners?

THE EMPIRICAL CONTEXT

A suitable context in which to illustrate practitioner use of strategy and enterprise discourses and the how they might be interrelate can be found in form of the owner-managed small young firms of the business magazine sector in late Celtic-tiger (2000-2007) Ireland. Whereas young small firms offer a context where the original condition (non-owner management) for the emergence of strategic discourse is less likely to be present, small-firm owner managers are likely, from a rationalist perspective, to seek the results that strategy promises. Although enterprise has drifted far from its mythical origins in the discussion of firm formation, the small and young firm remains central to enterprise discourse. Small and young firms are therefore also a likely source of enterprise discourse. Ireland too provides an interesting site, given the influence of both Anglo-American and more mainland European influences on its business practices (Kenny & Scriver, 2012; O'Rourke, 2010). The general business magazine is a suitable sector for a number of reasons. In the first place the magazine industry is particularly strategically challenging as it faces great technological change (Cox & Mowatt, 2008) and a complex supply chain (Wirtz,
Secondly, the magazine sector is thought to be a particularly entrepreneurial environment (Commission of the European Communities, 2005: 73). A third reason to choose the sector is the likely familiarity, with the strategy and enterprise discourses of those involved with business magazines: as business magazines are a key distributor of business discourses (Van der Wurff, 2005: 143).

We chose researcher-involved interviews to generate the empirical material. An interview is more of a complete interaction, a single event that is discrete and bounded in time than other interactions. The trick to the use of the researcher-involved interview in discourse analysis is to harness the insight that “... discursive mediation should not be viewed as a source of contamination but rather as a crucial source of insights into both interviewing processes and the social worlds they seek to document” (Briggs, 2003: 496). Both researched and researcher, know a lot about the nature of the interview and how to use it. If an interviewee wishes to say a number of things, all of which depend on each other, the interviewee has a reasonable idea of the time available to balance out the intended discourse. Such completeness in interaction is particularly useful in examining at the relationship between two discourses.

From the variety of discourse analytical approaches a method most appropriate to this question is in the tradition of those who combine an attention to the detailed nature of interactive data with
a sensitivity to the wider context to build data-constrained interpretations (Whittle & Mueller, 2011).

**EMPIRICAL ENTERPRISE/STRATEGY TALK**

**An overview of the data**

In late Celtic-tiger Ireland (2000-2007) there were 19 publishers involved in general business magazines. Company websites, annual accounts, media coverage and industry informants were consulted in an effort to understand the industry. To examine the interaction of enterprise and strategy discourse the first formal interviews with the “lead entrepreneur” (Ensley, Carland, & Carland, 2000) of companies in existent less than five years were focused on. Only formal interviews were used as they gave a greater opportunity for the interviewee to control the overall impression created. The ‘lead entrepreneur’ of each firm was selected because strategy is the language of leaders (Clegg et al., 2004: 23) and because preliminary analysis of other interviews we found that the ‘lead entrepreneur’ was frequently deferred to. All the ‘lead entrepreneurs’ had been founders, were the biggest shareholders in the company, were the highest ranking managers of the organizations concerned and, using other interviews as a resource, were spoken of as the leader or the boss.

Such a focused set of empirical material cannot claim to tell us much about the distribution of discourses in any population general enough to be of enduring interest. However this data can demonstrate how strategy and enterprise discourse are used in these interactions. Furthermore the
focused nature of the data means that the interpretation offered here has been disciplined by the confined nature of data, as with this limited data it is hard to ignore bits of data that challenged the coherence of any proposed interpretations.

**An interpretation**

Across these interviews there was a lot of variability in the use of enterprise and strategy discourse, for example in how these discourses were used in relation to other discourses such as those of being a professional. More relevant here was the way in which the enterprise and strategy discourses seemed to act in concert, in particular how the rising of strategy discourse always seemed to be balanced by a subsequent decline in that discourse together with a compensating rise in enterprise discourse, and vice versa. Below this pattern is illustrated, here of how an initial rise of enterprise discourse is followed by a rise of strategy discourse to replace it. The data is more extensively detailed in [A reference to this source available through the internet is excluded to facilitate blind review], but here we focus on a single interview. The various symbols in the transcript are based on Jeffersonian transcription (Atkinson & Heritage, 1984) and the particular meanings attached to the symbols here are specified in Appendix A.

The interviewee here called, Una is the founder and owner of a small publishing business magazine, which was about four years old at the time. An email sent to Una prior to the interview declared that the research was ‘on strategic thinking’ that involved ‘unstructured interviews with
directors of small to medium-sized enterprises.’ The interviewee lasted a total of 76 minutes and involved over 700 turns.

Extract I presents a section in the interview where enterprise talk is dominant.
Una: … I was given some contact management software to play with by a friend of mine and it was a revelation to me at that time that you could put together a website and not have to handwrite every page.

Researcher: Yeah sure.

Una: that it would populate an archive and sort things and um, you know, have a rolling headlines on the front page and everything. Um so that's how I started with TronCom and the business kind of

Researcher: Ah okay

Una: front page and everything. Um so that's how I started with TronCom and the business kind of

Researcher: Yeah and did that, was that an intimidating start for you? You had been a kind of employ- employee if you like, you were working as a journalist and you were going into being a journalist entrepreneur or manager or whatever you, business person(.)[was that

Una: I was never of an employee anywhere, I was always on my own.

Researcher: Okay.

Source: Transcript from 76-minute interview between ‘Una’ and Researcher [A reference is to a work available through the internet is excluded to facilitate blind review of this article].
Una attributes the start of her company (here named TronCom) to her being ‘given contact management software to play with’ (Turn 34). This not only signals the creative, playful element of enterprise talk (Hjorth, 2002: 65) but also illustrates Una’s ability in being so casually able to grasp such technological skills. In Turn 39, in an effort to give some space for Una to discuss any difficulties that she might have encountered in becoming a manager, the researcher inadvertently but usefully stimulates Una to point out how autonomous she has been in her career when she declares: “I was never of an employee anywhere, I was always on my own” (Turn 40). This is quite an assertive correction by Una: her statement starts before the interviewer’s turn finishes and she focuses on correcting the error though it had been stated in a mitigated way (“You had been a kind of employ-employee if you like, you were working as a journalist”, Turn 39). Here, Una is asserting an autonomy of the sort associated with enterprise (Down, 2006). The assertive way this is done is somewhat in tension with the passive position of being an interviewee, and the fact that Una goes to the effort of overturning this norm of passivity shows the importance of this illustration of her autonomy.
EXTRACT II From an interview between Una and Researcher

42 Una: Um and I, and I found that I worked well on my own and I didn't feel isolated working at home oth- some freelancers do

43 Researcher: Uh-huh.

44 Una: but what did feel strange was hiring another journalist to write stuff for me, for my own project because I had been used to hiring freelancers to write for other publications that I was editing

45 Researcher: Mm.

46 Una: as a freelance editor but what it was actually a journalist writing stuff for me

47 Researcher: Mm.

48 Una: I remember having a real, having just this brainwave thinking if the website is growing, people are looking for more news on the website and I have some people who are willing to buy this newsfeed from me, but I can't write it all myself. At the same time I was writ I was writing a lot of eh analyst reports for companies on their internet strategy

49 Researcher: Right, yeah.

Source: Transcript from 76-minute interview between ‘Una’ and Researcher [A reference is to a work available through the internet is excluded to facilitate blind review of this article].
The interaction shown in Extract II above follows directly from interaction of Extract I. Returning to the more passive role of the interview Una addresses the question asked by the researcher in Turn 39 (Extract I) and acknowledges as new the increase in responsibility that came with having her own company: ‘but what did feel strange was hiring another journalist to write stuff for me, for my own project because I had been used to hiring freelancers to write for other publications that I was editing (…) as a freelance editor but what it was actually a journalist writing stuff for me’ (Turn 46). The fact of it being her company seems to make it more of her ‘own project’ – she stresses her control (note how she emphasizes and repeats ‘me’) – than talk of her roles as editor working for other companies. Turn 48 continues this focus on Una’s personal concerns and thinking with continued use of ‘I’, ‘me’ and ‘myself’ as would be expected in enterprise talk (Hendry, 2004: 55). In Turn 48, Una also describes her “brain wave”: Clearly a creative disruption typical of enterprise talk (Schumpeter, 1976). As Turn 48 draws to a close and Una’s entrepreneurial credentials have been well established, there is some disfluency in “I was writ I was writing” and in “a lot of eh” as more strategy language is introduced: “analyst reports” and “internet strategy”.

Extract III follows almost immediately after Extract II with only ten short turns (excluded from presentation to avoid identification) separating the extracts but the shift from enterprise to strategy talk is confirmed.
In Turn 60 strategy talk continues to rise while enterprise talk has gone down, as Una declares: “But from the very beginning I want to make clear that, well what TronCom does is we publish a series of publications under our brand and under our client’s brand” (Turn 60). Here the company is very much emphasized as a separate corporate entity from Una the individual: the language moves from “I” to “We”, from “my project” to “our brand”. The company is referred to as a separate corporate entity: “what TronCom does is” (Turn 60) and it possesses “divisions” (Turn 66). This reification of the company is what would expect from a strategy discourse that developed to provide legitimization for the professional manager (Knights & Morgan, 1991). By using this more strategic language, Una is balancing the personal and individualized way in which the company that had been discussed in the earlier entrepreneurial talk of Extract I and Extract II. Una does this by portraying here the more formal strategic aspect of the company where some things were clear ‘from the very beginning’ (note that this phrase is used both in Turn 60 and in Turn 66) and where the impersonal corporation is to the fore.

The up and down pattern of enterprise discourse being replaced by strategy discourse (or in other instances vice-versa) evident in these extracts from the interview with Una was typical of Una’s interview in general, and of the other interviews analyzed in this study.

A modest generalization

Taking account of the particular national, sectoral, interactional and chronological context in which these interviews were conducted it is possible to suggest a model, to serve as a modest
generalization (Payne & Williams, 2005), of how enterprise and strategy discourses are used by small-firm owner-managers. This model is presented in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1 A see-saw model of Enterprise/Strategy discourse

Enterprise Pole
- Individualistic
- Disruptive
- Creative
- Risk-taking

Strategy Pole
- Corporate
- Legitimate
- Analytical
- Risk-managing

Commonalities of Enterprise and Strategy
- Holistic
- Masterful
- Optimistic
- Resolute
Figure 1 is designed to portray Enterprise/Strategy discourse as operating in a way analogous to a seesaw. The figure gives a lateral view of the basic seesaw structure. The play of the seesaw involves one child pushing up and thus the opposite child going down, followed by the action of gravity and of the opposite child taking a turn in pushing up and the first child being pushed down. Much amusement can be had in the resulting action-reaction cycle. The seesaw provides a good metaphor for the way elements of Enterprise/Strategy discourse were found to operate in this research: when particular elements of enterprise discourse were raised in an interviewee’s talk, they would then decline to be replaced by the raising of a matching ‘opposite’ of strategy discourse. As with the seesaw, strategy and enterprise discourses, even when going in opposite directions, seem to operate as part of the same structure. The enterprise and strategy discourses certainly share some elements in common, which are portrayed in Figure 1 as being analogous to the base that forms the triangular base of the seesaw. However, there are also elements of the strategy and enterprise discourses that seem, like the seesaw, to move in opposite directions, and invoke their opposite in response.

Note how the seesaw works as an analogy better than, say, an elastic band: the response of a rise in enterprise talk is not to snap back into shape but rather to evoke an almost opposite response in the strategy pole. The precarious nature of the seesaw also highlights the fact that the roles that small-firm owners are often asked to play can result in them experiencing discomfort if these roles are not kept in the required balance. Such owner-managers can find themselves like a child
hitting the ground hard, then being flung into the air (with the accompanying exhilarating and/or frightening feelings and the danger of a rough landing) if the work is applied in an unbalanced way.

While the poles of the seesaw are where all the action happens, the base as the fulcrum plays a vital role. So it is with Enterprise/Strategy discourse. Since the up and down between the enterprise and strategy poles generates the discourse, it is all down to the firm foundation of the common elements of Enterprise/Strategy that have been built and are further secured during the interaction.

The seesaw analogy is also useful in that it highlights that to keep the whole Enterprise/Strategy seesaw moving requires work on both sides. This work can result in mere amusement, as in the seesaw as a plaything. However, the Enterprise/Strategy seesaw is more like those seesaws that are put to work converting the up-down forces generated by the activity at their poles to drill wells, pump water and generate electricity. The work of the Enterprise/Strategy seesaw that can be seen in the detailed analysis of the interviews included the generation of plausible roles for owner-managers; the positioning of employees, other directors and outsiders in relations with the owner-manager; the justification of value distribution, and the representation of the societal function of the firm concerned.
There are, of course, ways in which the Enterprise/Strategy seesaw is not like a seesaw. Indeed the machine metaphor of the seesaw is somewhat at odds with the general metaphor at work in discourse analysis. In contrast to the seesaw, each interviewer often provided the work required at both ends of the Enterprise/Strategy pole, alternating between ends during the interview. At times the researcher provided counterweight, but generally the up-and-down movement was between elements of the talk rather than between individuals. The seesaw analogy also breaks down in so far as the individual elements that make up the poles of enterprise and strategy seem to have links to particular elements in their polar opposite For example, talk of risk-managing seems to provoke not only enterprise talk in general but, of risk-taking in particular as this seems to be its particular polar opposite.

CONCLUSIONS

Our work has important implications for how we understand the relationship between strategy and enterprise, and our model of that understanding contributes to explanation of the ‘strange non-death of neoliberalism (Crouch, 2011) and its particular articulations of enterprise, with its hero of the all-saving entrepreneur, even through times of crises (Kenny & Scriver, 2012; Marttila, 2012; O'Rourke & Hogan, 2013).

Our work contributes too by expanding understanding of the link between the operation of strategy discourse and that of enterprise discourse. (Barry & Elmes, 1997: 430) remark: “… it seems that entrepreneurs and senior executives tell very different tales”. However, we have seen
how a small-firm owner manager, an entrepreneur, incorporated the strategy discourse that
originally emerged for big-firm senior executives, into her Enterprise/Strategy talk. It is clear
that, at least sometimes, it is profitable to view strategy and enterprise as part of a single
discourse. Clearly this was evidenced in this work in the context of small firms, but, given the
increased stress on enterprise in larger organizations, the lesson might be extended.

The notion of the ideological dilemma (Billig et al., 1988) is central to this understanding of,
Enterprise/Strategy as a dilemma. The importance of dilemmas and paradoxes is not unknown in
the discussion of strategy. Quinn (1988: xv) attempted to move both management practitioners
and academics “… closer to an understanding of the paradoxical dynamics that underlie
effectiveness, mastery, and excellence”. Pitt (1998) examined the dilemmas at the heart of
particular personal theories of action. This work supports Pitt and others, in their celebration of
paradoxes. However, there are differences in the way dilemmas are seen to work here. For
example, the dilemmas here are not, in contrast to Pitt’s, seen as ‘… what the individual sees as a
logical and intractable opposition …’ (Pitt, 1998: 397). The importance of the insight that
individual thinking may be characterized by polar opposites is not disputed. However what is
highlighted here is the constructive work done through dilemmas available as part of the socially
available discourses of strategy and enterprise. While the individuals used the dilemmas
highlighted in their talk, these dilemmas were treated less as core personal beliefs of the
individual than as the up and down rhythm that moved the talk along. In particular, what this
work illustrates is the productive power of dilemmas in a discourse: “Without contrary themes, individuals could neither puzzle over their social worlds nor experience dilemmas. And without this, so much thought would be impossible” (Billig et al., 1988: 2).

We provide an explanation for the strength and so the persistence of the neoliberalism version of enterprise. Some claim that the strength of enterprise is explained by its emptiness as a signifier (Jones & Spicer, 2009; Kenny & Scriver, 2012). However the model of enterprise discourse in dilemmatic unity with strategy offered here provides an alternative source of strength of enterprise discourse: its dilemmatic relationship with strategy means that that combined discourse can provide much to talk about while at the same time keeping that talk confined to its dilemmas.

Whereas tensions between business discourse may weaken their power in other contexts (McCabe, 2008) the dilemmatic nature of Enterprise/Strategy discourse, as observed in its operation in the empirical encounters of this research, facilitates its use in generating talk that the interviewees used to achieve so many effects. The idea of a business discourse deriving strength from its dilemmatic or paradoxical nature, in the way Enterprise/Strategy has been seen to do in this research, has been raised by some scholars in management in way that supports the ideological dilemma approach of (Billig et al., 1988: 2). Oswick, Keenoy and Grant (2002) point to how ‘oppositional dyad constructs’ such as ‘loose-tight’ structures and ‘flexible specialization’ are successful because they have the power to allow new ways of thinking in the face of conventional wisdom.
So our model of Enterprise/Strategy as an ideological dilemma, explains how its users can be creative while simultaneously constraining those users within the discourse that they to some extent reinforce by using. Cohen and Musson (2000:46) argue that to maintain its vitality and dynamism “…the discourse of enterprise (and any other discourse, for that matter) must not be seen as unitary, but as diverse and changeable”. Neoliberalism developed enterprise by tying it to the strategy talk itself a product of the rise of corporate capitalism that had so threatened the salience of enterprise. The dilemmatic structure of the Enterprise/Strategy discourse is what allows its subtle application and variation while preserving the overall structure. There is no suggestion that humans can never escape a discourse that is structured as a dilemma. Nor is it argued that such dilemmas just constraint, rather than also empower, the individual. Rather, the claim is that in using such a discourse one is empowered to focus one’s creativity within the space bounded by its dilemmas. The Enterprise/Strategy dilemma, forged by Neoliberalism, encourages us to persist in the space bounded by that limits of that ideology.
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**APPENDIX A: THE JEFFERSON-STYLE TRANSCRIPTION NOTATION USED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>A stopping fall in tone firmly understood as a full stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>,</td>
<td>A brief pause understood as a comma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Indicates a sudden stop understood as breaking with previous sense
( . ) A brief but noticeable pause.
(# ) A timed paused where # is the number of seconds
↓ A falling tone
? A rising inflection understood as a question
↑ A rising inflection not understood as a question
>text< enclosed speech was delivered more quickly than usual
<text> enclosed speech was delivered more slowly than usual
… Deliberated excluded talk within a turn
[text] Square brackets enclose overlapping speech

ALL CAPS Shouted or increased-volume speech

Underlined text Speaker is stressing the underlined speech.

( text ) Enclosed is transcriber’s best guess of unclear speech.

(( text )) Enclosed is a report of non-verbal activity, deliberate replacement or larification.

Note This transcription notation is based on the notation developed by Gail Jefferson as described in Atkinson and Heritage (1984).